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The impact of low-mode symmetry on
inertial fusion energy output in the burning
plasma state

A list of authors and their affiliations appears at the end of the paper

Indirect Drive Inertial Confinement Fusion Experiments on the National Igni-
tion Facility (NIF) have achieved a burning plasma state with neutron yields
exceeding 170 kJ, roughly 3 times the prior record and a necessary stage for
igniting plasmas. The results are achieved despite multiple sources of degra-
dations that lead to high variability in performance. Results shownhere, for the
first time, include an empirical correction factor for mode-2 asymmetry in the
burning plasma regime in addition to previously determined corrections for
radiative mix and mode-1. Analysis shows that including these three correc-
tions alone accounts for the measured fusion performance variability in the
two highest performing experimental campaigns on the NIF to within error.
Here we quantify the performance sensitivity to mode-2 symmetry in the
burning plasma regime and apply the results, in the form of an empirical
correction to a 1D performance model. Furthermore, we find the sensitivity to
mode-2 determined through a series of integrated 2D radiation hydrodynamic
simulations to be consistent with the experimentally determined sensitivity
only when including alpha-heating.

Harnessing and controlling fusion reactions for use as an energy
source remains amajor scientific objective with far-reaching potential.
At the time of this writing, experiments at the National Ignition Facility
(NIF) using the indirect-drive inertial confinement fusion (ICF)
approach1,2 have made significant progress in that pursuit3–5. These
advances were directly enabled by using experimental observations to
identify and mitigate degrading factors that reduce the rate of fusion
self-heating and prevent ignition. Generalized ignition criteria often
cast ignition in terms of an amplification of incident coupled energy,
pressure, and yield2,6,7. The formalism developed in this work informs
these criteria in terms of how compressional asymmetries and
enhanced radiative loss impact the fusion yield amplification in a
regime with significant fusion self-heating and directly relevant to
ignition. These experiments initiate the Deuterium-Tritium fusion
reaction (D + T→ α(3.5MeV) + n(14MeV)) using the hot spot ignition
concept. This concept relies on the conversion of kinetic energy from
an imploding spherical shell, to form a hot dense core (or hot spot) of
reacting DT at stagnation. In order to self-heat and burn the

surrounding DT fuel layer and achieve energy gain, α-particle self-
heating, Eα, must exceed the compressional work, EPdv, done to create
the hot spot3. A burning plasma is a critical stage required in all ignition
experiments. The experiments described here are thefirst to reach this
critical burning plasma state. In prior experimental work, necessary,
but not sufficient conditions were determined and quantified8–12. In
this work toward a burning plasma, we identify for the first time, the
sufficient conditions for understanding the experimental fusion
energy output. Notably, we build on the analytic model based on ori-
ginal work by Hurricane et al.11 by including an empirical correction
factor for mode-2 symmetry. This set of experiments is part of the
same experimental campaign that has since achieved ignition5 and
gain13,14.

The reacting hot spot, typically lasting from 80 to 150 ps, can
be modeled based on energy sources and sinks. During this time,
the energy in the hot core EIE can be described as
EIE = Eα + EPdv − Erad − Econd15. Here Eα, EPdv, Erad, Econd are the energy
deposited from alpha heating, energy from the compressional work,
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radiated energy from Bremsstrahlung, and energy conducted away
from the hot spot through thermal transport respectively. A burning
plasma state is reached when Eα/EPdv > 13. To compare with experi-
mental results, work by Hurricane et al.11 provides a framework by
solving a similar hot spot power balance expression for experimental
conditions near the threshold of a burning plasma. This initial 1D fra-
mework has been augmented to correct for degraded fusion energy
output resulting from mode-1 and radiative mix. The mode-1 correc-
tion accounts for the diversion of compressional energy EPdv from
mode-1 kinetic energy due to bulk hot spot motion9. The radiative mix
correction quantifies the impact of increased Bremsstrahlung losses
Erad from shell material entering the hot spot8. Including these terms is
shown to improve agreement between model and experimental per-
formance in smaller scale experiments dominated by radiative mix8.
However, the same model over-predicts, by between 50% and 400%,
the performance in 11 out of the 16 experiments in the campaigns
included here that ultimately produced burning plasmas.

Results
In this work, we include a correction factor for mode-2 asymmetry
(also known as P2) in the burning plasma regime. Comparing data
with expectation, we find that this asymmetry alone has been suffi-
cient to prevent the plasma from entering the burning state in the
majority of experiments leading up to the burning plasma result3.
With the inclusion of a correction factor for mode-2 using an
empirical fit to data (and shown to be consistent in sensitivity to
simulation results), the performance of all 16 experiments in this set
can be explained within experimental error using the model. The
high degree of correlation found by including these three correc-
tions indicates that they are the dominant sources of shot-to-shot
variation in performance (This data excludes experiments with very
poor-quality DT ice layers and large surface particulates.). Further-
more, at these scales and with this design, sufficient alpha-heating is
correlated with primary DT neutron yields exceeding 3 × 1016, sug-
gesting that asymmetry degraded performance to below-burning
plasma levels in 44% of the experiments considered here3. Of the
remaining experiments, 37% (6), succeeded in achieving a burning
plasma. This would suggest that with optimized mode-2 symmetry,
81% of the implosions would have entered the burning plasma
regime.

Eqn. (1) below is our model for expected fusion output and is
based on the expression outlined by Hurricane et al.11 for fusion yields
in the approximate rangeof temperatures, 3 keV < Tion < 5 keV.Herewe
include correction factors for radiative mix8(ηmix), mode-19(ηm1), and

mode-2 (ηP2
):

Ymix,m1,P2
/ p16=25

abl

v67=15imp

α36=25
if

S14=3ηmixηm1ηP2
ð1Þ

The expected primary 14MeV neutron yield (fusion energy out-
put), Ymix,m1,P2

includes all three degradations according to the sub-
scripts. The in-flight ablation pressure (pabl) represents the drive
pressure acting on the imploding shell ~500 ps before bang time (the
time of peak gamma ray emission). The parameter, vimp, is the implo-
sion velocity. The in-flight ‘adiabat’, denoted by αif, is a measure of the
entropy, or compressibility, of the DT fuel and is defined as the ratio of
the fuel’s pressure at peak velocity to its Fermi pressure. By design, the
calculated adiabats, determined from radiation hydrodynamic simu-
lations, for all these experiments were between 3 and 3.24. Since there
is, at present, no established method for inferring αif directly from
experimental observables alone, we assume it is constant for all sub-
sequent analysis. The term S is the scale factor of the implosion, taken
to be the initial inner shell radius in micron S ~R0 scaled to 1000.

To compare to this model, we look at the experimental results of
the two ICF experimental campaigns (I-Raum and HYBRID-E) that
reached burning plasmas. See “Methods” section for full campaign
details. These indirect drive ICF experimental campaigns use complex
targets depicted in Fig. 1a, b. The targets consist of a thin spherical shell
located in the center of a hohlraum (a high atomic number, Z, cavity),
as shown in Fig. 1a which also shows the 5μm diameter fill tube. To
optimize efficient conversion from laser energy to x-ray energy, the
hohlraums are made of gold-lined depleted uranium16. The HYBRID-E
hohlraum is cylindrical with two 3.64mm or 4mm diameter laser
entrance holes (LEHs) located on the top and bottom. The inner beams
(shown in Fig. 1a in shades of green) deposit laser energy near the
equator while the outer beams (shown in blue and pink) deposit
energy near the LEHs. The I-Raum is similar, but has two regions along
z with larger radii where the outer beams (shown in Fig. 1b) deposit
their laser energy in the interior of the hohlraum. The four beams
shown entering the hohlraums represent the approximate directions
of the 96 beams entering through each (upper and lower) LEH.

The spherical high-density carbon (HDC) shell isfilledwith a 50/50
mixture of deuterium and tritium and cooled to 18.7K to form a thin
DT ice (fuel) layer as shown in Fig. 1b surrounding a core of DT gas. An
initial shell inner radius of 1.0mm is used for all I-Raum experiments,
initial inner radii of 1.05 and 1.1mm are used in HYBRID-E experiments.
A comparison of the three rise laser pulses for the two campaigns are

Fig. 1 | Representations of that hohlraums, capsules and laser pulse shapes
used in these experimental campaigns. aThe experimental setup is shown for the
HYBRID-E (left) cylinder and I-Raum (right). The NIF lasers are grouped into four
cones at angles relative to the axis, a single beam fromeach cone angle is shown for
illustration. The inners are shown in shades of green 23° and 30° and the outer
cones at 44° and 50° are shown in purple and blue, respectively. Half of the 192

beamsenter the hohlraum througha laser entrance hole at the topof the target and
half through the bottom. b Wedge schematic of the capsule, showing the features
versus radius. c Two representative laser beam pulse shapes (solid lines) for the
HYBRID-E and I-Raum experiments are shown and compared to the measured
radiation temperatures (dashed lines).
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shown along with hohlraum radiation temperature time histories as
measured by DANTE17 in Fig. 1c. The shell is ablated by the hohlraum
x-rays causing radial inward acceleration compressing the DT fuel and
gas. During the implosion, preheat of the DT is reduced by using the
three-rise pulse (shown in Fig. 1c) to create a series of three successive
shocks that coalesce during the implosion near the DT ice/gas
boundary. This allows for high compression and efficient transfer of
energy to the hot core4. The shell sizes used in these experiments
represent a 10 to 15% increase in scale, S, relative to prior
campaigns18,19, raising the energy absorbed in the shell by 30 to 75% in
pursuit of a burning plasma. Because larger radii shells require addi-
tional thickness, to maintain the desired shock timing, in-flight abla-
tion pressure, and compression, the duration of the laser pulse (x-ray
pulse) is lengthened10,18 by between 100 and 300ps.

Extending the pulse duration and increasing the shell size creates
challenges for maintaining implosion symmetry. This challenge stems
from the reduced transmission of the inner beams to the wall near the
equator of the shell (see Fig. 1) during the peak power portion of the
laser pulse. This reduced transmission arises because the picket of the
laser pulse (shown in Fig. 1), required to launch a first shock sufficient
tomelt theHDC, also produces an inwardly expanding plume (bubble)
of goldplasma, originating at the locationwhere the outer beamsmeet
the interior of the hohlraum. This inwardly expanding bubble absorbs
the inner beams20,21 during the peak of the laser pulse, reducing
transmission to the waist by between 40 and 75%. Without corrective
measures, this inner absorption significantly reduces x-ray fluence on
the capsule from the waist leading to an oblate implosion. In addition
to reduced transmission of the inner beams, crossed-beam energy
transfer (CBET) resulting from the crossing of the high-intensity beams
in the plasma flowing out of the laser entrance holes principally
transfers energy fromthe inner beams to theouter beams22 andusually
increases with pulse duration. The resulting inner beam attenuation
from these processes leads to a mode-2 asymmetry along the axis of
the hohlraum.

Both HYBRID-E and I-Raum use 0.3mg/cm3 of helium in the
hohlraum to reduce the wall bubble growth rate, while still staying
below the threshold for laser-plasma-interactions23. Besides the helium
fill, the two experimental campaigns use different approaches to
compensate for the bubble absorption of the inner beams. HYBRID-E
principally uses wavelength separation, (Δλ = λinner − λouter) to control
the exchange of energy that occurs via CBET22 between the outer and
inner cones (see Fig. 1). Here λinner and λouter are the inner and outer
wavelengths of the laser prior to frequency tripling. Changing Δλ
allows us to compensate for the inner beam absorption in the bubble
and the flow-induced CBET by increasing the energy of the inner cone
without reducing the total laser energy4.

The I-Raum employs beneficial changes to the shape of the
hohlraum to improve symmetry. This novel hohlraum geometry pro-
duces symmetric implosions with little or no use of CBET(Δλ)4,24,25 by
reducing the inner beam absorption by the wall bubble. To do this, the
I-Raum hohlraum uses “pockets” (regions of larger radius) where the

outer beam cones heat the wall. These 3.36mm radius pockets,
compared to a HYBRID-E cylindrical hohlraum with a constant
3.2mm radius, allow more time (~150 ps) before the expanding high-
Z bubbles intersect the inner beams20. Therefore, for a given pulse
length and picket laser energy, this radial displacement increases
x-ray drive at the waist during the peak leading to a more prolate
implosion. By additionally reducing the radius near the equator to
3.1mm (smaller than the HYBRID-E experiments described here), the
I-Raum is able to maintain roughly the same wall area and hohlraum
radiation temperature (Tr) as HYBRID-E. This is because
Tr ∼ ðELaser=AHohlÞ0:32). Here ELaser is the total energy entering the
hohlraum, and AHohl is the hohlraum wall area. Note the I-Raum does
benefit slightly from the smaller 1 mm inner radius HDC shell since
P2 ∼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rcap

q
for a given hohlraum radius, where Rcap is the outer radius

of the HDC shell26.
In either design, inadequate compensation for the diminished

inner cone propagation results in oblate implosions P2
P0

< 0, while
overcompensation results in prolate implosions, P2

P0
> 0. We quantify

this asymmetry P2
P0

using the amplitude of the Legendre polynomial,
P226 of the 17% contour of the final implosion (hot spot) self-emission x-
rays normalized to P0. P0 is the coefficient of the 0-order Legendre
polynomial, the average radius of the hot-core self-emission along the
imaging direction. In experiments, 1 ≤Δ λ ≤ 1.55 Å was required to
minimize P2 in HYBRID-E designs and 0.5 Å Δλ was required in I-Raum
experiments mostly to negate the flow-induced CBET. Figure 2 shows
x-ray images of the self-emission from the six experiments that
achieved a burning plasma in addition to an example of an oblate
implosion (N200229) that did not achieve a burning plasma. The
experiment, N201101 is an example of a prolate implosion with a P2/P0
of 40.1 ± 4.8%, indicating overcompensation for the diminished inner
cone propagation, using Δλ = 1.75 Å. The self-emission x-ray images of
the remaining experiments show a variety of implosion shapes with
small but measurable P2 asymmetries.

The bright (dark red) regions seen in the images in Fig. 2 indicate
regions where local “mix” is radiating and cooling the hot spot during
stagnation. Higher atomic number carbon and tungsten doped carbon
ablator material that is mixed into the hot spot is muchmore emissive
than the DT plasma and enhances the radiative loss leading to sig-
nificant changes in yield. While there is always some amount of the
power radiated from Bremsstrahlung, the low-Z of the DT gas mini-
mizes radiation losses. The total radiated power is given by,
Prad = (PDT + Pmix)∝ neDT(niDT + Z2nimix), where Z is the atomic number
of the hot material, PDT is the power radiated due to the hot DT, and
Pmix is the power radiated frommix15. Here neDT, niDT, and nimix are the
DT electron density, DT ion density, and mix ion density, respectively.
Even for a perfectly clean DT hot spot, Pmix =0, the radiated Brems-
strahlungpower is higher than the power from fusion alpha heating for
ion temperatures below ~ 4.3 keV. OurHDC shell uses tungsten (Z = 74)
to reduce ablator decompression from preheating, however this
material also radiates significantly when it enters the hot core through
instability growth from individual seeds due to surface particles27, shell

Fig. 2 | Time integrated x-ray images of the “hot spot”wherewe infer P2 symmetry andmix fraction.N200229 (left) is an example of an oblate implosionwith a P2/P0
(%) = −30.6 ± 2.5. The remaining experiments show the images of hot spot shapes from the experiments that achieved burning plasmas.
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defects28, or engineering features like the fill tube8 or tent support29,30.
As a result of these isolated sources, we can infer the fraction of x-ray
radiation from mix by isolating the high spatial frequency bright fea-
tures visible in the x-ray images as shown in Fig. 2. The very bright
feature associated with mix due to instability seeded by the (5μm) fill
tube is clearly visible on the right-hand side of many of the images.
Besides the fill tube, features are in-part due to small pits (typically
smaller than 10μm3) on the surface of the shell and voids within the
shell (typically smaller than 40μm3). Additionally, we can infer mix by
correlating the total x-ray brightness with the neutron yield31 (not
shown). To determine the impact on performance, we follow work by
Pak et al.8,

ηmix = 1� βτBWTionFmix

� �0:93 ð2Þ

The term, β is a calibration constant established from historical
data8. The gamma reaction history detector (GRH) measures gamma
rays from the fusion reactions and produces a power time history. The
full-width at half-maximum of this signal is the fusion burn width τBW.
Tion is the Brysk DT ion temperature determined from analysis of the
Doppler broadened neutron time-of-flight spectra. The mix fraction
Fmix is the fraction of bright x-ray emission from the high spatial fre-
quency “mix” features seen in hot core images8,32 with respect to the
total emission, as shown in Fig. 2 coming primarily from the fill tube.
Measurements are sensitive to photon energies of >10 keV. We infer
the fraction of the total radiative loss at photon energies >2 keV and
find it is typically less than 10%.

The impact of radiative losses on yield ηmix is plotted in Fig. 3a.
Mixing occurs in both I-Raum and HYBRID-E data sets with the fill tube
being a constant source for radiative mixing for both campaigns
contributing between 10% up to 40% of the total x-ray emission (mix
fraction). Here we compare the analysis of experimental data with
analysis from simulated mix data8. The total degradation from radia-
tive mix is found to be less than a 2 × for the majority of the experi-
ments. The plots in Fig. 3 show how mix, mode-1 and P2 have affected
the implosions. Note the error from each diagnostic and analysis
method is allowed to propagate using the Monte Carlo error propa-
gation method. The error bars presented everywhere in this work

represent 1σ (or 68% confidence). Data from the three HYBRID-E
experiments with very poor-quality DT ice layers have been omitted
from all analysis presented in this article; these are defined as layers
with an effective groove RMS (K) exceeding 1μm and with the largest
groove area exceeding 300μm2.One additional implosion, found tobe
severely perturbed as a result of coalescing jets of mix correlated with
particles foundon the surfaceprior to the implosion is also omitted. All
other DT implosion data including all I-Raum data is included.

In experiments, in addition to compressional mode-2 asymme-
tries that degrade performance and lead to spheroidal hot spot
emission, there is also an inherent mode-1 compressional asymmetry.
The magnitude and direction of the mode-1 asymmetry results from
the summation of radiation asymmetries from the target window
geometry and laser delivery together with the inherent asymmetry in
shell thickness. This mode-1 can affect the shape of the hot spot, but
mainly leads to a bulk motion33 that can be accounted for by the
amount of energy diverted from purely radial kinetic energy. This lost
compressional energy substantially decreases the maximum achiev-
able pressure and density9. Each shell is individually metrologized to
ensure shell (mode-1) thickness uniformity meets our ignition specifi-
cations. In general, however, the inherent laser non-uniformity is not
corrected. The exception in this data set was I-Raum experiment,
N210220, with the goal to reduce mode-1 by tailoring of the 3D dis-
tribution of laser power to compensate for known mode-1s resulting
frommeasured target and inherent laser nonuniformities. Themode-1
velocity (vp1) is measured using time-of-flight detectors34 which pre-
cisely measure the difference in arrival time between photons and the
main neutron peak across five lines of sight to infer the bulk velocity of
the neutron-emitting plasma. vimp is inferred from the bang time using
a rocketmodel and relevant trajectorymeasurements on non-DT shots
using themethodology described in refs. 35, 36.We account formode-
1 losses following the “piston” model9.

ηm1 = 1� f 2
� �3:3 Yamp,3D

Yamp,1D
ð3Þ

Here the term, f = vm1/vimp is the normalized mode-1 velocity as
measured using the neutron time-of-flight (NTOF) spectrometers37.

Fig. 3 | Plots showing expected and inferred performance degradation. a ηmix

the radiative mix degradation is plotted as a function of the measured fraction of
x-ray emission from isolated mix. b ηm1, the mode-1 degradation is plotted as a
function of the measured mode-1 velocity for the two campaigns. Simulations of
the expected mode-1 degradation from simulations are shown for comparison.
c ηP2 for the HYBRID-E design from experimental data using Eqn. 4 is plotted vs. P2/
P0 as filled blue circles, and the experimental fit from Eqn. 5 is shown as the solid
blue curve. Simulation results of P2 only scans are plotted for comparison with
experimental data. Simulation results including alpha heating effects are plotted as
gray filled diamonds. Simulation scan results excluding alpha-heating effects are
plotted as unfilled diamonds and the trend is highlighted with the thick light blue
curve. To compare the sensitivity between the simulations and experiments, the P2/
P0 axes for the simulations results (labeled above the plot) have required shifting
relative to the experimental P2/P0 axes (shown below) because of a systematic

offset. (d)ηP2 for the I-Raum design from experimental data using Eqn. 4 (normal-
ized so the maximum of the fit using Eqn. 5 is one) is plotted vs. P2/P0 as filled red
squares, and the experimental fit from Eqn. 5 is shown as the solid red curve.
Simulation results of P2 only scans are plotted for comparison with experimental
data. Simulation results including alpha heating effects are plotted as red filled
diamonds. Simulation scan results excluding alpha-heating effects are plotted as
red unfilled diamonds and the trend is highlighted with the thick light red curve.
Again, to compare the sensitivity between the simulations and experiments, the P2/
P0 axes for the simulations results (labeled above the plot) have required shifting
relative to the experimental P2/P0 axes (shown below) because of a systematic
offset. Error bars in the y-direction (η) represent the accumulated 1σ error from the
calculations using analysis from multiple diagnostics. Error in the x-direction is
error from analysis of a single diagnostic. Note: HyE indicates HYBRID-E in legends.
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The term
Yamp,3D

Yamp,1D
, represents the reduction in yield amplification due to

3D imperfections. For this analysis,
Yamp,3D

Yamp,1D
= e � 2:3ð Þχ1:2α f 2

� �
, where

χα ∼ PτBWT ð1:3Þ
ion . P is the pressure8,9.

In Fig. 3b, we plot ηm1 (Eqn. 3) along with the measured mode-1
velocities from the two campaigns. The experimental results are in
agreement with hydrodynamic simulations (blue diamonds) of the
HYBRID-E (1050μm inner radius capsule) design. Overall, HYBRID-E
experiments have mode-1velocities ranging from 11 to 103μm/ns,
indicating a range for ηm1 from 0.99 down to 0.65, respectively. The
I-Raum range for mode-1 velocity is from 17 to 123μm/ns, and the
corresponding degradations ηm1 range is from 0.99 down to 0.46,
respectively. The I-Raum, with an average ηm1 of 0.68 is losing more to
mode-1 thanHybrid Ewith an average ηm1 of 0.86. This discrepancy has
increased in the burning plasmas where the average ηm1 has dropped
to 0.55 for the I-Raum, but remained roughly constant for Hybrid E.

To isolate the implosion performance sensitivity to P2, we first
estimate the performance from Eqn. (1) by including the results of the
experimental analysis for both the 1D portion and the degradations
from mix (Eqn. 2) and from mode-1 (Eqn. 3), leaving out ηP2,j

. We get
two equations for Ymix,m1,j, where the subscript j indicates either the
I-Raum or HYBRID-E data sets. Finally from Eqn. (1), setting
Ymix,m1,P2

= YDT , we solve for ηP2,j
to get,

ηP2,j
=

YDT

Ymix,m1,j
ð4Þ

In Fig. 3c, we show ηP2
for HYBRID-E as a function of P2/P0. For

these experiments, HYBRID-E prior to N210808, the degradation fac-
tor, ηP2

is determined for each experiment from Eqn. (4). The lower x-
axis is the hot spot x-ray P2/P0 for both the experimental data and for
the empirical model which is fit to the experimental data in both Figs
(c) and (d). We renormalize the HYBRID-E and I-Raum results so that
empirical models described below and plotted in Fig. 3c, d, have a
maximum of one. This provides useable degradation factors that can
be compared with ηmix and ηm1.

The HYBRID-E and I-Raum data, plotted in Fig. 3c, d, respectively,
are fit to models of the sensitivity of neutron yield to P2/P0 using the
following,

ηP2,j
≈Aje

� P2=P0ð Þ�δ
Wj

h i2

+Bj
ð5Þ

A Gaussian form, based on the shape of the sensitivity for ηP2
,

although somewhat arbitrary, allows for a reasonable approximation
with a limited number of terms for the present work. For HYBRID-E,
Fig. 3c shows the fitted curves passing within the error bars of most of
the experimental data. Here, a least squares method is used to find the
terms Aj, δ,Wj and Bj from the 10 Hybrid-E experiments. The subscript,
j, is used to indicate individual constants for the I-Raum and HYBRID-E
fits. Aj is the amplitude of the gaussian portion. A minimum perfor-
mance level, Bj, is allowed because we find measurable neutron yields
in experiments, even with severe asymmetry. Because of this mini-
mum, however, Wj, is not sufficient to discuss sensitivity to P2/P0. We
use δ ~ 11%, the P2/P0 where the implosion is least degraded, to be
based on the HYBRID-E data for both working models since we do not
have prolate I-Raum implosion data, as shown in Fig. 3d. Without
prolate I-Raum data, we also do not have a direct measure of the width
for the case of the I-Raum. Alternatively we could have assumedWj to
be the same for the 2 campaignswhichwouldhave shiftedδ toward the
prolate direction for the I-Raum case.

To compare the performance sensitivity to P2 symmetry, we
consider the P2/P0, where the yield is degraded by 50%. HYBRID-E
analysis shows this at a P2/P0 of approximately ± 25% away from the

peak yieldwith P2/P0 of 11%. This is comparedwith ± 17% for the I-Raum
implosions assuming the peak occurs in both cases at 11%. In addition,
the trajectory of the fuel layer throughout the implosion is known to
result in an assembled fuel layer at stagnation with an intrinsic low-
mode thickness distribution. Minimizing asymmetry of the assembled
fuel is an active area of research. For HYBRID-E, as the experimental
shape diverges from P2/P0 = 0.11, the measured yield over the model
decreases because the model over-predicts the yield without the
inclusion of a P2 degradation. This dependence is notable since it
supports the cold fuel hypothesis that radiative mix, mode-1 and P2
represent the primary sources degrading shot-to-shot performance.

The sensitivity of performance with respect to P2/P0 was further
studied through a series of 2D radiation hydrodynamic simulations
using HYDRA38. For HYBRID-E, these simulations were based on
N2103074 and were degraded with a fill tube mix in the hot spot. The
simulations produced a series of P2s by adjusting the laser cone frac-
tion in fully integrated capsule/ hohlraum simulations. Each simulation
was performed twice, once including the contribution from alpha
heating and once without alpha heating. To map out the sensitivity
with P2/P0, the simulated yields were normalized to the highest yield
for the two cases (with and without alpha heating). The P2/P0 numbers
from the simulations are produced from analysis of synthetic x-ray
images similar to the x-ray image data analysis. For HYBRID-E, the
results are plotted in filled diamonds with alpha heating on and in
unfilled diamonds with alpha heating off in Fig. 3c (top x-axis) for
comparison with data (blue circles). Three similar 2D simulations were
conducted for the I-Raum (N210220) case and are shown in Fig. 3d.
Note the I-Raum simulations do indicate that for very prolate implo-
sions the performance is affected similar to HYBRID-E.

In both the HYBRID-E and the I-Raum cases, the simulation results
(including the affect of alpha heating) shown in Fig. 3c, d are sig-
nificantly more sensitive than the case without alpha heating. In
HYBRID-E, for the case of no-alpha heating, increasing the P2/P0 by ±
50% results in only a correction factor of approximately 0.7. While the
same ± 50% P2/P0 change results in a correction factor ηP2

of between
0.1 and 0.2 for simulations with alpha heating. This is consistent with
the 50% reduction in yield when increasing or decreasing P2/P0 by ±
25% from peak yield. Simulations of the I-Raum design show a similar
difference between alpha-on and alpha-off simulations in Fig. 3d.

Both HYBRID-E and I-Raum simulations show an offset of the
maximum ηP2 with respect to our analysis of the experimental data.
The HYBRID-E simulations show a maximum at −7.3% P2/P0 while the
experiments show a maximum at 11%. I-Raum is also offset with our
maximum simulation result occurring at 0.1% P2/P0. The exact reason
for these offsets is not known, however, it may be caused by differ-
ences in the rate of change of P2 (dP2/dt), between the simulation and
experiment. In addition, the absolute time history of the x-ray flux
symmetry is not measured and differencesmay influence the resulting
shape at stagnation. To compare sensitivity with P2/P0, the x-axis, “P2/
P0 simulation”, is shifted relative to “P2/P0 Experiment”.

In Fig. 4a, a comparison of the model Ymix,m1 (ηP2
= 1) to the

experimental data, YDT, shows little correlation for most experiments.
The gray line indicates one-to-one agreement between the model and
the data. In Fig. 4b, YDT is compared to the model Ymix,m1,P2

. Here we
have used the simple 1D model with all three correction factors, ηmix,
ηm1, and ηP2

. The resulting plot with all data matching within error
suggests that degradations from the three sources, mode-1, mode-2
and mix account for most of the shot-to-shot variability in measured
performance. When comparing the plots, we can interpret the impact
of P2, noting that experimentallymeasured yields ≤2 × 1016 donot enter
the burning plasma regime with the threshold in these designs to be
around 3.5 × 1016, our lowest performing burning plasma. Of the 16
experiments shown in these plots, the 6 with the highest YDT did
achieve burning plasmas. Comparing the two plots, we find that of the
remaining experiments, we would expect an optimized P2 to have
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improved the yield to ≥3.5 × 1016 in 8 of the 10 remaining experiments,
into the burning plasma regime.

Discussion
In early 2021, theperformanceofDT layered implosions on theNIFwas
increased by a factor of 3 × in yield over previous results, into a new
burning plasma regime3 where alpha heating is now the dominant
contributor to energy in the hot spot. Detailed analysis of experimental
data accounting for mode-1 and radiative mix indicate that P2 sym-
metry has played a major roll in degrading performance. Out of the 16
experiments considered in the study, 8 were degraded from P2 by
more than 50%. From this analysis, we find that these experiments
would likely have entered the burning plasma regime, had the P2
symmetry been optimized. This high sensitivity to P2 is reinforced by
simulation results which indicate that alpha heating, Eα, greatly
increases the sensitivity of P2. Under burning plasma conditions alpha-
heating heats the hot core more than compressional work (Eα > EPdV)
leading to higher fusion energy output3. The data analysis and simu-
lation results presented indicate that the rapid alpha heating process
has been suppressed by degradation from asymmetric P2. The rapid
increase in performance that occurs as the implosion symmetry is
improved with increased alpha heating significantly increases the
performance sensitivity to P2 in experiments otherwise meeting the
threshold for burning plasma conditions. Prior to these experimental
campaigns, our experience hasbeen in the non-burning plasma regime
where this level of sensitivity had not been observed39. Furthermore,
while degradations were controlled to the level where they did not
preclude burning plasmas, further reduction in enhanced radiation
losses fromhigh-Zmix, and improvements in low-mode symmetry and
higher modes of residual kinetic energy40 are expected to additionally
improve performance. Similarly, further increases in x-ray radiation
coupling to the capsule, with a more efficient hohlraum or increased
laser energy, are also projected to lead to continued performance
improvements. As experiments improve, simulations do indicate that
gains from Eα will increase faster than degradations and a larger frac-
tion of the fuel will be burned up. As we make these improvements to
the 1D parameters, the sensitivity of performance to P2/P0 and other
degradations is expected to plateau as the fuel robustly burns12.

Methods
Campaign summary
The HYBRID-E campaign originally began with larger radius (1100μm)
capsules, which achieved the previous record for implosion energetics
and fusion yield (~56 kJ)41. The shots published in ref. 41were limited to
implosion velocities below ~370 km/s and had coast times ~1.3 ns.
Longer coast times are deleterious because the imploding shell can
begin to decompress in flight10,42. Initial attempts to increase the
velocity of these implosions were limited by the quality of capsules
fabricated to date at this scale18 as well as symmetry. Relative to ref. 41,
in thisworkwedecreased the diameter of the laser entrancehole (LEH)
to increase radiation drive on the capsule, and decreased the capsule
radius by 50μm. The first shot at these conditions, N201011, repro-
duced the velocity and coast time of N191110 from ref. 41 and had
about half the fusion yield (~29 kJ), due to the smaller scale and from
somemix from large capsule defects. The second experiment used an
extended duration laser drive to simultaneously increase the implo-
sion velocity to ~385 km/s and decrease the coast time to ~0.9 ns
(increasing pabl), this shot (N201101) produced a stagnation pressure
roughly double that of its predecessor N201011 with a record yield, at
the time, of ~100 kJ. With the extended pulse, the P2 symmetry is
expected to become more oblate, on N201101 this was compensated
with + 0.5 Å of Δλ relative to N201011; this was an overcompensation
due to model uncertainty resulting in a highly prolate shape on
N201101. On the third experiment, N210207, this was reduced by 0.2 Å
resulting in a P2 shape much closer to round; a new capsule batch was

also used on N210207, the velocity and coast time improved slightly
due to laser delivery, and the combination of these changes resulted in
a substantial increase in fusion yield to 170 kJ. The fourth experiment,
N210307 is a repeat of experiment N201101 with a decrease in Δλ from
1.75 Å to 1.55Å resulting in a change in P2 from 15.7 ± 0.7μm (N201101)
to 0.68 ± 2.8μm (N210307). N210605 is a repeat of N210328 with a
decrease in Δλ from 1.4 to 1.0 Å. N210328 did not enter the burning

Fig. 4 | Plots showing analyzed results. In all plots the blue circles are from the
Hybrid E campaign and red squares are from the I-Raum campaign. aThemeasured
neutronyield (y-axis) is compared to the 1Dmodel, Eqn. 1 degradedby radiativemix
Eqn. 2 and mode-1 Eqn. 3 only. b The measured yield is shown compared to the 1D
mode-l degraded by radiative mix, mode-1 and P2/P0. The gray curve shows the
slope of 1. Error bars in the x-direction represent the accumulated 1σ error from
using analysis frommultiple diagnostics in determining results from Eqn. (1). Error
bars in the y-direction represent uncertainty in our measurement of total DT yield.
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plasma regime, likely because it is the most prolate of any HYBRID-E
experiment with P2 of 23.7 ± 1.2μ (see Fig. 3c). Both N210328 and
N210605 used a reduced ice thickness of 55μm (compared with
65μm) to increase the velocity relative to other recent burning plasma
implosions.

The I-Raum campaign has used a single size of capsule, 1000μm
inner radius. The first experiment, N190217, used a capsule with very
significant levels of defects (similar to the poor-quality capsules
reported in ref. 28) resulting in high hot spotmix and low yield (~19 kJ),
consistentwith previous studies. The secondDTexperiment (N191105)
used a better quality capsule and a higher initial shock pressure to
increase the fuel adiabat and improve stability properties. N191105
observed a nearly tripled yield (50kJ) but had amild P2 asymmetry and
large mode-1 asymmetry, hypothesized to be from the loss of four
inner beams. A repeated shot with full beam participation on N200816
reduced the mode-1 of N191105 but had a larger-than-expected nega-
tive P2 asymmetry and resulted in a similar performance (50kJ). The P2
shape was tuned closer to round with the application of 0.5 Å of Δλ,
leveraging the sensitivity curve demonstrated by HYBRID-E, on the
fourth shot (N201122), with the yield more than doubling from its
predecessor to ~106 kJ. Shot N201122 experienced a large mode-1
asymmetry, so on the next shot N210220 the incident laser power was
adjusted to partially compensate for the known sources ofmode-1, this
shot produced a large increase in performance to ~160 kJ.

The absolute unscattered neutron yield is measured using neu-
tron activation detectors (NAD)43 and the magnetic recoil spectro-
meter (MRS)44; the final value is a weighted mean. The NAD measures
neutron activation of three redundant zirconium samples to infer the
yield based on the activity, known activation cross section, and sample
mass and solid angle. The MRS measurement is independent and uses
elastic scattering of deuterons in a foil close to the target, momentum
analyzedusing a dipolemagnet; the systematic uncertainty is primarily
the deuteron scattering cross section and an empirical calibration of
the charged-particle collection efficiency. Each measurement also
includes a statistical uncertainty, on these shots the two independent
measurements agree with a typical difference of ~ 7%, consistent with
the ~ 5% uncertainty on eachmeasurement. Ytotal includes a correction
for the fact that some fraction of the neutrons scatter in the dense
shell45, the ratio is e4×DSR. This few percent uncertainty in yield propa-
gates directly into all the burning-plasma criteria3. Key metrics and
inferences from analysis of the data from the burning implosion
experiments are included in Table 1.

Gaussian Model for ηP2

The parameter values used in the fit are given in Eqn. (5) and deter-
mined from nonlinear least square fit to the data for HYBRID-E are:
0.9225, 0.1180, 0.3058, 0.0775 for parameters, Aj, δ, Wj, and Bj,
respectively. The term δ is found from the HYBRID-E data and applied
to both HYBRID-E and I-Raum. The remaining I-Raum parameters are:
0.9502, 0.1820, and 0.0498, corresponding to Aj, Wj, and Bj,
respectively.

Diagnostic methodology
Ti is inferred from the 2nd moment of the neutron energy spectrum46,
measuredusingneutron timeofflight (NTOF)detectors37,47 which report
anTi fromboth theDT andDD fusion reactions, the latter is less affected
by residual kinetic energy (RKE)48 in the burning fuel; the MRS also
reports a DT Ti. Between 3–5 NTOFs at different lines of sight recorded
good data for Ti,DD and Ti,DT on each shot and are self-consistent, the
primary uncertainty results from the temporal instrument response
function, which is measured using ultra-short impulse shots. Electron
temperature measurements are not available on all shots but for
N210207, the highest performer, a differentially-filtered measurement32

gives Te= 5.19 ±0.14 which is consistent with Ti,DD as expected49.

The mean hot-spot radius (P0, M0) and P2 are measured with
neutron50 and x-ray51 imaging; at the equator, these measure polar
modes (P0 and P2) and from the pole, theymeasure themean radius in
the equatorial plane (M0). In both cases, the measurement technique
relies on either pinhole or penumbral imagingwith the apertureplaced
close to the implosion. The x-ray detector is image plate with filtering
that results in a measurement ~15 keV photon energy. The neutron
imaging uses a redundant system of image plates and time-gated
cameras to record images at different neutron energy ranges. Here we
quote only P0, M0, and P2, which are the dominant low-mode asym-
metries measured in imaging diagnostics and the most important for
understanding the shot performance and inferring a total volume. The
measured x-ray volumes are systematically larger than neutron
volumes, this offset is expected and depends on the photon energy
predominantly measured in the imaging system. Since the hot-spot
analysis methodologies52 are validated using neutron-measured
volumes these are used in the burning-plasma analysis in ref. 3.

Bang time (BT) is defined as the time of peak emission while burn
width (BW) is defined as the full-width at half-max (FWHM) of the
emission. Nuclear BT and BW are measured by the γ reaction history
instrument (GRH)53, inwhich incident γ raysCompton scatter electrons
into a pressurized gas cell where they exceed the medium’s speed of
light, generate Cherenkov light, which is recorded by a photo-
multiplier tube. X-ray bang time and burn width are measured using
SPIDER54, which uses a set of differing attenuation filters with a slit and
streak camera to record the x-ray emission history at varying photon
energies. The temporal response of each instrument, and its absolute
timing, is measured using laser-generated impulses and deconvolved
from the measured signals to infer the BT and BW. These two mea-
surements are very consistent with each other, especially in BT. The
measured BWx may be systematically smaller due either to an instru-
mental effect or physics, as they measure differently-weighted burn
histories and the x-ray history is known to bedependent on the photon
energy; the largest discrepancy is the BW on N210207 in which the
difference is a 1.2σ event with normally-distributed uncertainties,
which is not unlikely (~11% likelihood).

DSR is calculated from the neutron spectra measured by NTOFs
and MRS, and is defined as the ratio of the integrated neutron spec-
trum between 10–12MeV and 13–15MeV. The former represents neu-
trons which undergo a single elastic scattering in the compressed fuel,
so the ratio is then related to the total areal density (ρR) of the fuel55.
Since each detector samples only a small fraction of the shell, and thus
can be biased by 3-D asymmetries, a ‘4π’DSR, which is given in Table 1,
is calculated by fitting amodel to all of the available data (5 or 6 lines of
sight depending on the specific experiment)45.

The time-dependent Tr is measured using the DANTE17 instru-
ment, which is an eighteen-channel x-ray spectrometer with a variety
of calibrated transmission filters and x-ray mirrors coupled to x-ray
diodes; tcoast is taken as the difference in time between Tr falling to 95%
of its peak value and BT. Table 1 gives peak Tr values and Tr 500ps
before BT; DANTE did not acquire data for N210220. Lastly, MF is a
representation of the amount of x-ray emission due to high-Z mix, or
capsule material, that is injected into the hot spot during burn. High-Z
material enhances bremsstrahlung losses from the plasma, and MF is
extracted from the high-frequency components of the x-ray image
data using the same prescription as in ref. 8. Note that this MF is for
high-energy (>10 keV) radiation, an approximate relation to convert
this into a bremsstrahlung power (Pb), where >2 keV photons are
relevant, is Pb ~ (1 + 0.4MF)Pb,DT (see Supplementary Material of ref. 8),
where Pb,DTwould be the bremsstrahlung power for a pure DT plasma,
so that aMF ~ 0.4 −0.5 corresponds to a radiation loss enhancement of
0.16 −0.20. Previous work indicates that this mix arises from hydro-
dynamic growth of perturbations seeded by the capsule fill tube and
capsule manufacturing defects28.
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The implosion velocity is not directly measured but is scaled
to experiments with direct measurements. We assume the velocity
is proportional to the time of the rise-to-peak power to the time
of peak x-ray emission, tBT. We empirically assess pabl from
DANTE measurements of the radiation temperature, with the
ablation-pressure relationship56pabl / T3:5

r , which is related to
coast time10.

Target quality
Execution of a successful NIF experiment begins with fabrication57 of
the targets to be used, the design details are summarized in Fig. 1a and
discussed in detail in ref. 4. The HYBRID-E target has a diameter of
6.40mmand a length of 11.24mm.The I-Raum target has a diameter of
6.72mm at the outer beam location and a diameter of 6.20mm at the
inner beam location near the center of the target, with a total target
length is 11.4mm. The total hohlraumwall area is similar in both cases.
The hohlraums are made of depleted uranium with a 0.7μm gold
overcoat, which are fabricated by deposition onto a mandrel, which
can be diamond-turned to the precise shape for each hohlraum
shape58. Each component is screened for coating defects that could
lead to drive asymmetries or create particles that flake off of the wall
onto the capsule. The laser beams enter the target through the laser
entrance holes (LEHs), which are either 3.64mm or 4mm in diameter.
The hohlraums include thin plastic windows covering the LEH to seal
the interior volume and a gas fill line which is used to introduce the
0.3mg/cc of helium gas.

The HDC capsule, located at the center of the hohlraum,
includes a fractional atomic percentage tungsten-doped HDC layer
that absorbs higher-than-thermal x-ray emission before it can “pre-
heat" the fuel layer. The nominal total thickness (~80 μm, see Fig. 1b)
and optical depth of the doped layer are specified by the capsule
design to optimize the implosion adiabat and stability properties4.
The capsules are fabricated using a chemical vapor deposition
process59. After fabrication, the actual thickness (mass) of each layer
is used to refine the pre-shot computational models4. The capsules
are also all metrologized in depth to detect several kinds of defects
that may be present, which allows a quality-control step to ensure
the highest-quality capsules are used in the experiment, additional

quality control steps are completed after the completed target is
assembled.

Several aspects of target quality can affect an experiment. For
low-mode symmetry, the currently-dominant seed from fabrication
is mode-1 asymmetry in the shell thickness60, which can result from
the capsule coating process. At present the thickness asymmetry is
measured for each capsule before target builds by two x-ray trans-
mission imaging61 methodologies: contact radiography (CR), which
measures the asymmetry from one view and is thus a random pro-
jection, and ‘Xradia’, which combines multiple views to reconstruct
the full asymmetry magnitude. The uncertainty is similar in both
cases and the two measurements are combined using a Bayesian
model (BM) to create a more accurate estimation of the asymmetry
amplitude. The orientation from these measurements to the final
assembled target is unknown, so we additionally measure both the
asymmetry’s amplitude and its orientation when the target is
installed in the cryogenic target positioner (Ctps) via the three
orthogonal x-ray views62. A comparison of the of the measured
mode-1 shell asymmetry amplitudes is shown in Table 2. The dif-
ferent imaging systems are in good agreement on the mode-1
amplitude. The fact that the shell used on N210220 had a substantial
asymmetry, which was known before the experiment, motivated
using a compensating laser asymmetry63 to balance it.

The second category of target imperfections that are important
for these experiments are defects or engineering featureswhich canbe
a seed for instabilities that in turn injects ablator material into the hot
spot. Engineering features include the fill tube64 and capsule support
tent30, which are constant for all of these experiments. Randomly

Table 1 | Key data and inferences for the six burning plasma experiments

N201101 N201122 N210207 N210220 N210307 N210605
HYBRID-E I-Raum HYBRID-E I-Raum HYBRID-E HYBRID-E

Yn (kJ) 98.4 ± 2.7 106.1 ± 3.4 171.0 ± 4.8 160.6 ± 4.2 144.5 ± 3.9 131.6 ± 3.9

Yn,DT (×10
16) 3.49 ±0.10 3.77 ± 0.12 6.07 ± 0.17 5.70 ±0.15 5.13 ± 0.14 4.67 ± 0.14

Tion,DT (keV) 4.95 ± 0.12 5.17 ± 0.13 5.66 ±0.13 5.54 ±0.14 5.55 ± 0.11 5.89 ±0.12

Tion,DD (keV) 4.62 ± 0.14 4.66 ±0.14 5.23 ± 0.16 5.13 ± 0.24 4.92 ± 0.25 5.3 ± 0.21

4π DSR (%) 3.44 ±0.16 3.33 ± 0.14 3.16 ± 0.16 3.31 ± 0.14 3.48 ±0.14 3.06 ±0.14

τBW (ps) 141 ± 30 150 ± 20 137 ± 30 139 ± 20 138 ± 20 142 ± 20

tBT (ns) 9.37 ± 0.05 8.69 ±0.05 9.13 ± 0.04 8.79 ± 0.04 9.33 ±0.03 8.83 ±0.03

tcoast (ns) 1.22 ± 0.03 1.29 ± 0.05 0.99 ±0.03 1.41 ± 0.04 1.16 ± 0.03 1.02 ± 0.03

Tr,peak (eV) 301 ± 8 304 ± 8 307 ± 8 NA 306 ± 8 305 ± 8

Tr,in−flight (eV) 270 ± 8 221 ± 9 283 ± 8 NA 276 ± 8 288 ± 8

vimp (km/s) 385 ± 12 380± 12 389 ± 12 374 ± 12 393 ± 12 394 ± 12

vm1 (km/s) 55 ± 11 100 ± 12 73 ± 12 123 ± 10 57 ± 9 84 ± 10

P0 (μm) 39.2 ± 2.6 39.0 ± 1.7 45.1 ± 2.3 41.9 ± 1.4 45.3 ± 3.7 46.3 ± 1.4

P2 (μm) 15.7 ± 0.7 3.9 ± 1.2 4.5 ± 0.9 −1.4 ± 0.8 −3.7 ± 0.8 0.68 ± 2.8

Fmix 0.44 ±0.06 0.37 ± 0.04 0.47 ± 0.06 0.44 ±0.05 0.47 ± 0.06 0.50 ±0.05

ηmix 0.68+0.07/−0.07 0.62+0.06/−0.05 0.7+0.06/−0.06 0.73+0.05/−0.05 0.62+0.06/−0.06 0.56+0.06/−0.07

ηm1 0.87+0.05/−0.05 0.64+0.08/−0.07 0.76+0.07/−0.07 0.46+0.07/−0.07 0.85+0.05/−0.04 0.71+0.06/−0.06

ηP2
0.55 0.34 0.92 0.76 0.79 0.88

Table2 |Measuredcapsulemode-1 asymmetry amplitudes via
several complementary techniques

N201101 N201122 N210207 N210220

CR (μm, ±0.2) 0.27 0.44 0.10 0.55

Xradia (μm, ±0.2) 0.12 0.34 0.16 0.47

BM (μm) 0:22+0:14
�0:13 0:41+0:15�0:15 0:18+0:14

�0:11 0:55+0:15
�0:15

Ctps (μm, ±0.21) 0.25 0.34 0.22 0.65
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varying defects include ‘particles’, ‘pits’, ‘voids’, and ‘high-Z inclusions’,
which are discussed here.

‘Particles’ are usually flakes of high-Z material, predominantly
from the hohlraum wall, which delaminate and fall onto the outer
surface of the capsule during fabrication8. The particle is then a seed
for ablation-front instability growth, which can then inject high-Z
material into the fuel, which causes additional radiation losses.
Particles are measured after the target is completed with x-ray
imaging through the LEH with target displacements to identify, via
parallax, whether a particular particle is on the capsule surface. The
number and area of particles are thus characterized. An example
image for the target used on N210207 is shown in Fig. 5a. In this case,
there are two particles detected which are circled and labeled. In
red, particle #1 is on the capsule and has an area of 79 μm2. The
second particle, #2, is on the lower LEH. Shots N201101 and N210220
had no particles while N210207 had the one mentioned earlier and
N201122 had three (one with area 85 μm2 and two with areas of
55 μm2). In general particles with areas < 100 μm2 are considered
relatively small, but their impact on radiative loss is not entirely
understood and may be contributing to the inferred MF (e.g. in
Table 1).

There are several categories of manufacturing defects in the
capsules themselves. First, ‘pits’ are defects of missing material on the
outer surface of the shell, equivalent to a divot. As soon as the capsule
is driven, these are unstable to the ablative Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
‘Voids’ are regions of missing material within the bulk of the shell. A
void can cause a seed for instability growth when the ablation front
reaches it. Previous data have demonstrated that both are
deleterious28,41 for implosion performance. In Fig. 5b, c, we compare
the pits and voids on the actual capsules used on these experiments to
batches typical of previous experiments, such as the HDC19 and
BigFoot39,65 (BF), which had good-quality capsules, as well as the shots
reported in ref. 41 (Zy21), which were marginal quality. In previous
work we had to rely on batch-averaged quantities due to average
metrology methodology, here we have full-sphere measurements of
the pit quantities and for the larger voids. Pits arenowmeasuredwith a
LynceeTec digital microscopy system, voids are measured using a
x-ray computed tomography system. Larger voids aremeasured across
the full sphere with a 4 ×magnification tomography while the smaller
voids (<10μm3) are taken from a 20 ×magnification tomography of
~5% of the shell.

We see that the smaller pits are reasonably comparable to
capsules used in several previous works. Larger pits are not as good
as the good-quality batches but are significantly improved from the
marginal capsules used in ref. 41. Similar for voids, the smallest voids
are comparable to previous batches while the larger voids are nearly

non-existent on these shells, like previous good-quality shells. Our
general understanding is that it is the larger defects which inject the
most mix material and the smaller defects, while numerous, are
typically below a volumetric threshold at which they could inject
material.

During this experimental series, an unusual defect was detected
for the capsule batch used on N210207, which included high-Z ‘inclu-
sions’ deep in the shell, predominantlywithin theW-doped layer of the
shell. These are likely Mo inclusions from components of the coating
system that were improperly cleaned during that particular coating
run. The impact of these defects on the shot is not understood at
present; for these experiments, we believe that only N210207 was
potentially affected. The defects are visualized using our tomography
data in Fig. 5d.

Cryogenic fuel layering
Several days before the shot itself, the target is installed onto a cryo-
genic target position (CryoTarpos) for the fueling and layering62 pro-
cess. Surrounding the hohlraum is a thermo-mechanical package
connected to a cryostat, which enables exquisite control over the
target temperature. Nominally equimolar DT fuel, with the actual
composition measured beforehand via mass spectroscopy, flows into
the capsule through a fill tube, where it is condensed into a liquid.
Three orthogonal x-ray imagers measure the fuel inventory, and
record the growthof a concentric spherical shell of DT iceon the inside
of the ablator as the temperature is reduced below the triple point, to
~18.6 K, and the fuel layer is formed via the ‘beta layering’ technique66.
The quality of the ice layer is measured and compared to specifica-
tions. TheHYBRID-E (I-Raum) uses 65 (55)μmthick ice layers. Once the
ice layer is complete the target is inserted into the target chamber and
aligned relative to the laser beams67 to a tolerance in horizontal (ver-
tical) position of ±11 (±15) μm and orientation angles, relative to the
positioner, of ± 0.067∘.

During the cryogenic layering the important quantities are first,
to get the right inventory of fuel loaded, and second, to grow a high-
quality concentric ice layer. Scalar quantities for the as-shot fuel
composition and ice thickness are given later, in Table 3. As the layer
is grown, three orthogonal x-ray imaging systems record data on the
low-mode and high-mode shape of the ice. Example images from just
before shot N210207 are shown in Fig. 6a. The images are each
labeled at the top by a θ or ϕ value corresponding to the chamber
coordinate system orientation, and are unwrapped to then be dis-
played as a function of the other angular coordinate. At θ = 90∘ the
imaging system has a clear view of the layer through the LEH. At the
equatorial plane patterns, called a ‘starburst’, are cut out of the
hohlraum wall to enable imaging along orthogonal axes. The

Fig. 5 | Capsule metrology used to assess capsule quality with respect to seeds
for instability that may lead to mixed mass. Fig. a Pre-shot x-ray radiograph of
the capsule used on N210207 through the LEH, with the capsule at center. Two
particles were detected via a parallax analysis. Figs. (b) and (c) represent pits and

voids per capsule, respectively, with several bins by volume for capsule batches
used inpreviousworkwith good quality (KC240, KC249; blue) andmarginal quality
(KC516, KC476; orange). Fig (d) shows tomography-detected high-Z inclusions on
the shell used for N210207.
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location of the DT ice layer is marked. Feedback systems with the
cryostat and localized heaters adjust temperature gradients within
the target to produce a low-mode shape within spec, ±0.5 μm for
modes 1–4.

The high-mode uniformity of the layer is also important, as
these features can provide seeds for hydrodynamic instabilities. In
particular, the layer is prone to forming grooves. A single scalar
parameter K, with units of length, quantifying the RMS amplitude of
these grooves was developed and published as Eq. 26 of Haan et al.68

and is used, in combination with the area of the largest single defect,
to characterize the high-mode layer quality. Specifications were
developed for ‘ignition’ and ‘tuning’ specifications68; in terms of K
these are 0.7 and 1.5 μm respectively and are 200 and 500 μm2 for
the largest defect. Figure 6b shows the layer quality metrics relative
to these specifications for these shots, as well as all prior layered
experiments conducted on NIF. The final as-shot layer quality is
plotted, in these experiments, several attempts are typically
required to obtain an adequate-quality ice layer. Only one burning
plasma experiment, N210307 is clearly within the ignition
specification.

Laser delivery
TheNIF laser system69 generates the specified pulse shape, or power as
a function of time, on each beam during the experiment. The pulse
shape is designed to result in the desired radiation temperature
history4,70. Wavelength settings, which then provide our CBET control,
are controlled by the master oscillator71. The actual laser delivery is
closely monitored to ensure it is sufficiently accurate compared to the
request72. As the NIF optics are damaged on high-power
experiments73,74, the lifecycle is managed to ensure the best possible
performance on these high-priority experiments. The laser settings are
adjustedbetween shots to adjust the implosionphysics or compensate
for changes in the target configuration using pre-shot simulations4.
The laser pulse, when incident on the target, produces a peak radiation
temperature of just over 300 eV.

Example laser pulses were given, in total, in Fig. 1 and are also
discussed in ref. 4. Accurate delivery of the requested laser pulse
throughout its duration is key for performing high-quality experi-
ments, as mis-delivery can affect the symmetry of the implosion -
e.g. if the delivered picket energy, which launches the bubble, varies,
or if the inner or outer cones deliver varying levels of energy, the P2
symmetry can deviate from expectations. Inaccurate delivery can
also contribute to the mode-1 asymmetry of the implosion75. The
delivery accuracy can affects the implosion parameters, especially if
overall energy or power is over- or under-delivered, which affects
vimp and tcoast. In Fig. 7 we plot the actual as-delivered laser pulses for
the cone averages compared to the request, plotted as actual power
on the main axes and as a ratio of delivered/requested on the inset
axes. In general we note that the delivery is quite good, although
these experiments mostly have higher than requested outer-cone
power during the peak, and N210207 experienced a noticeable
picket over-delivery.

Shot details
Table 3 gives several detailed as-shot parameters for the four experi-
ments, grouped into categories of laser, capsule, and fuel parameters.
The laser parameters include the as-delivered energy and power, cone
fraction (defined as the inner power during the peak divided by the
total power), picket energy, pulse duration, and Δλ. The capsule
parameters are the key dimensions of inner radius, total mass, and
dopant fraction. The fuel parameters include the final layer thickness
(which, with the DT density ~0.25 g/cc, determines the total fuel mass),

Table 3 | Summary of experimental configuration parameters

N201101 N201122 N210207 N210220

Laser Energy (MJ) 1.89 1.82 1.93 1.78

Power (TW) 490 485 470 480

Cone Fraction 32.6 32.9 32.4 32.8

Picket (kJ) 40.0 48.7 41.3 49.8

Duration (ns) 8.15 7.4 8.05 7.4

Δλ (Å) 1.75 0.5 1.55 0.5

Capsule IR (μm) 1049.2 999.9 1048.8 1000.0

Mass (μg) 3905.7 3738.6 3881.5 3739.9

W (%) 0.44 0.42 0.28 0.42

Fuel DT Layer (μm) 64.7 55.6 64.2 55.3

fD (%) 50.38 50.60 50.83 50.91

fT (%) 49.41 49.19 48.96 48.88

Age (hr) 128.9 175.8 163.5 126.1

Fig. 6 | Images used to analyze the DT layer and analysis of the DT layers from
this data set. Fig. (a) shows the unwrapped images from the cryogenic layering
process for N210207 as an example of the images used to determine the layer

quality. The plot in FIg. (b) shows the high-mode layer quality measurements for
these NIF these specific experiments compared to the ignition and tuning quality
specifications.
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the atomic fractions of deuteriumand tritium (fD and fT), and the ageof
the fuel. The latter is the duration since the last purge of He, which is
key to avoid high levels of 3He accumulating in the capsule due to β
decay of tritium.

Data availability
Raw data were generated at the National Ignition Facility and are not
available to the general public. Derived data supporting the findings of
this study are available from the corresponding authors upon request.

Code availability
The simulation codes used in this manuscript are not available to the
general public.
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